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The main functions and uses of the Statistical Register

- ensuring complete recording and identification of respondents and statistical units
- organizing and conducting statistical surveys
- ensuring compilation of official statistical information
- allowing for statistical analysis for comparable range of units
- ensuring interaction with administrative data sources and others
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Objects of the administrative part

- officially registered legal entities of Belarus
- separate subdivisions of legal entities of Belarus
- representative offices of foreign organisations located in the territory of Belarus
- simple partnerships
Types of statistical units (SU types)

Enterprise

Asset holder

Local unit
Simple hierarchy of SUs

Legal entity from the administrative part which does not have any separate subdivisions

E 1
A 1
L 1

E – enterprise, A – asset holder, L – local unit
Ramified hierarchy of SUs

E – enterprise, A – asset holder, L – local unit
Correspondence between the objects of the administrative part and SU types

Object of the administrative part

- Legal entities
  - Representative offices of foreign organisations
  - Simple partnerships
- Separate subdivisions having separate balance
- Separate subdivisions which do not have separate balance

Upper level of the SU type

- Enterprise
- Asset holder
- Local unit
Statistical surveys and SU types

Statistical survey

- **foreign investment**
  - SU type: enterprise

- **finance statistics**
  - SU type: asset holder

- **labour statistics**
  - SU type: local unit
Units for the survey on foreign investment

Units for finance statistics

Units for labour statistics
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Establishment of business process for conducting statistical surveys

taking into account:

centralized model of metadata management

interrelations of microdata with information of the Statistical Register
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